
Speaker key operation manual for ONEmicro, ONEmini, ONEmedi 

When the speaker is in standby mode (non-playing, blue LED is on), you can enter speaker menu by holding 

[+] key for 2 second. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A. Change speaker volume (control speaker group volume):  
When speaker is playing music (play mode), press [+] and [-] key to change volume 

: volume up 
: volume down 

 
 

B. Check speaker battery level 

You can hear the speaker battery level and speaker setting in the “Report Status” menu at first page. A 

voice prompt will report  : battery level, position, connection status, sound character, tweeter gain, left 

right balance and power mode. If speaker battery level is lower than 20%, battery level will automatically 

report at every time speaker is turned on.  

 

C. Change speaker connection to transmitter 

Each speaker can pair up to 3 transmitters. If your speakers have been paired with more than 1 transmitter, the 

“Change Connection” menu can help you to switch your speaker connection. Set to ‘auto’ the speaker will search 

available transmitter automatically or set to manual connection to particular transmitter. 

Tips : Don’t power on 2 transmitters at the same time if speaker search mode is set to ‘auto’.    

 

D. Set power mode 

* ECO mode : offers ~25% longer play time, ONEmedi is not support 

* Standby mode : ONEmicro is not support 

 

Power 
mode 

Sound quality Power management 

Connected to transmitter Transmitter power off, speaker in searching 

Auto HQ Auto power off when it 
has idled for 15 min 

Auto power off when it has lost transmitter 
connection for 5 min ECO Standard 

Standby HQ Always stay on 

Charging HQ Always stay on Always in searching transmitter 

Press and hold both [+] and [-] for 2 seconds to reset 

speaker pair volume to default level 

 



E. Charging 

Connect your speaker to standard USB adaptor (5V output) for charging. Recommend speaker charge level 

for ONEmicro is <20%, ONEmini and ONEmedi is <10%. You can connect your speaker to USB adaptor to 

keep the speaker always charging, that will not reduce battery life.   

 

F. Hard reset speaker 

 

 

G. Voice guidance menu 

 

 

 

 

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 Charging hour Play time at normal volume Play time at high volume 

ONEmicro 4-5 hours (1A adaptor) 20 hours 10-12 hours 

ONEmini 10-15 hours (1.5A adaptor) 100 hours 40-50 hours 

ONEmedi 12-15 hours (1.5A adaptor) 80 hours 30-40 hours 

Ready to pair, 

Please select 

speaker group 

Pair speaker 

 Hold       for 10 seconds to assert hard reset to the speaker 

 

Report status 

Change connection 

Select sound profile 

Set tweeter gain 

Battery: 80% | Left speaker | Searching microbox 

Sound profile: natural | Tweeter gain: default level | Power mode: auto 

 
Searching 

- Warm 

- Natural 

- Clarity 

- Comfort 

 

 

Sound profile: 

Natural 

Selected sound profile: 

Clarity 

 

Tweeter gain: 

Default level 

I’m the main speaker 

I’m the side speaker 

 

Pairing 

 

Paired to 

transmitter 

- Increase to level 3 

- Decrease to level 3 

 

 

 

Connected to stereo 

dongle 

 

Selected: Default level 

 

Set power mode Power mode: 

Auto 

- ECO 

- Standby 

- Auto 

 

 

 

Selected: ECO 

 


